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Hitachi 4K Cameras Enable Future-Proof Educational Experiences at
Santa Ana College
SK-UHD4000 Ultra HD cameras cost-effectively deliver exceptional quality as students
learn valuable television and video production career skills
Woodbury, NY, November 12, 2019 — The TV and Video Communications department
at California’s Santa Ana College (SAC) strives to maintain and develop comprehensive
curricula that provide current, innovative undergraduate and career training in the
practice and theory of media production. Looking to modernize and future-proof the
video acquisition capabilities in its studios last year, the department purchased six SKUHD4000 Ultra HD cameras from Hitachi Kokusai Electric America, Ltd. (Hitachi
Kokusai) to give the school a competitive edge and offer students practical experience
on state-of-the-art, industry-standard equipment.
Established in 1915 and now serving over 29,000 credit and non-credit students per
semester, SAC has evolved into one of the most energetic and fastest-growing
comprehensive community colleges in the nation. Its Digital Media Center – a facility of
both SAC and its college district – houses one of the largest TV and video production
studios in the community college system.
When department chair Michael Taylor joined SAC in 2015, it was immediately clear that
buying new cameras would be a high priority. “When I came into the program, they were
using very old SD cameras for studio production,” he recalled. “Everything starts with the
camera, so I knew replacing them would be one of the first decisions we needed to
make in terms of raising some grant money and elevating the standard inside our
facility.”
While the school’s studios would work in HD in the near term, the department was
interested in 4K cameras to future-proof their programs. “We wanted to avoid needing to
make another camera purchase in four or five years,” Taylor explained. “By going with
cameras that could do both HD and 4K, we could be ready to basically flip a switch and
move to a 4K production model when we upgrade the rest of the studio environment to
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4K. We plan to do that when the overall television industry has greater adoption of 4K,
since we’re preparing our students for careers in that field. ”
The department invited major camera suppliers to demonstrate their offerings in SAC’s
studio. “Hitachi Kokusai stood out by offering a camera that was both 1080p and 4Kcapable at an attractive price point,” said Taylor. “We saw the imagery that the Hitachi
cameras could produce and what they were capable of doing in our environment, and it
became a very simple choice for us.”
The Hitachi cameras’ ability to integrate with Ross Dashboard was also compelling, as
the department had plans – which they have recently implemented – to deploy the open
control and monitoring platform to complement its existing Ross Carbonite switcher.
Students now use the SK-UHD4000 cameras to produce weekly newscasts and talk
shows, as well as in dedicated studio production classes. In addition to providing handson production education that will benefit the students when they enter the job market,
these programs are shown on YouTube and the City of Santa Ana’s public access
channel CTV3 – thus helping the department promote its curriculum and the college.
The video quality enabled by the Hitachi 4K cameras has earned high marks from
Taylor, even while using them in HD mode. “The quality of the image is fantastic,” he
said. “It’s a night and day difference from the productions we did with our previous
cameras, but it’s not just because we were used to SD. I’ve worked in broadcast
television for over 20 years, so I had worked with a lot of HD equipment before. The
programs we produce using the Hitachi cameras look great, and we don’t need to
constantly mess around with the settings on the SK-UHD4000s like we did with our old
cameras; we just turn them on and they’re locked in, ready to go.”
While learning studio production on the SK-UHD4000s provides valuable experience for
students, the cameras also bring benefits to the college itself. “We love that our students
will be able to go lock step into their first job having worked on state-of-the-art, industrystandard cameras,” explained Taylor. “The Hitachi cameras have also helped our school,
as we can offer exceptional experiential learning at a community college price point.
People see that this is a competitive program that is well-equipped to get them ready for
their careers. And for us as a department, we are really enjoying the fact that we are
creating fantastic images and productions with these cameras.”
About Hitachi Kokusai Electric Inc.
Hitachi Kokusai Electric Inc., headquartered in Tokyo, Japan, is a company that
manufactures broadcasting systems, security and surveillance systems, wireless
communications and information systems. Fiscal 2018 (ended March 31, 2019) sales
totaled 85,932 million Yen. For more information on Hitachi Kokusai Electric Inc., please
visit the company's website at http://www.hitachi-kokusai.co.jp/global/en/index.html.
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